https://www.endios.de/job/lead-android-entwickler/

Android Lead Developer (m/f/d)
Description
The demand for digital customer solutions in the energy industry is increasing
enormously. We see energy suppliers as an important part of a future smart city and
want to create a leading ecosystem for intelligent cities. An IT solution that meets
the utility’s needs and its future role will require much greater technical expertise
and a different approach. Based on a modern cloud architecture, our new product
offers a strong and flexible solution to map multiple applications from different
providers in a uniform and simple way. In order to work together on something big,
we are looking for you to join our team of 13 skilled developers.
Our product provides utilities with an end-user app, which they can easily configure
to their specific situation. We include functionality for engaging customers (e.g. eBike rental) and servicing customers (e.g. meter reading via smartphone). It is open
to third parties to nurture innovation. In addition, there is an extensive data platform
included which allows a deep understanding of user preferences.

Hiring organization
endios GmbH

Employment Type
40h/w

Beginning of employment
immediately

Duration of employment
open-ended

Job Location
Steckelhörn 11, 20457, Hamburg

Date posted
30. September 2019

Responsibilities
You are the new, very experienced part of our agile Android team.
You are a developer with heart and soul and therefore you like to code it
yourself.
You invest about a third of your time in team development and coaching.
You like to communicate and bring our culture and product vision into your
new team.You support management and CTO in establishing sustainable
and efficient development processes in the team.
You love new technologies and apply them.
You support the CTO in technical decisions.

Qualifications
You have at least 5 years of applied Android coding experiences, 2 years of
which you should have been in touch with Kotlin.
Jira, Slack, GIT, Jenkins, REST and JSON are no foreign words for you.
The handling of Android Studio, Java and Kotlin are easy for you.
You have a good knowledge of software design.
You have worked in agile teams, in scrum style sprint organizations and
shipped/launched software that was well-received by end-users in at least 5
projects.You strike a balance in between striving for perfection and solid
code vs. getting stuff done in time.You truly measure yourself against
progress from an end-user perspective.
You can communicate very well in English.
Ability to work in a team, initiative, quality awareness, communication skills
and fun in development round off your profile.

Job Benefits
Your job comes with personal responsibility, freedom and short decision-making
routes, just as you would expect it from a dynamic start-up. And most importantly
you will work with a motivated, international team full of fellow developers.
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The office is located in a bright, modern office, right in the center of Hamburg. With
a selection of benefits for all our staff: Including state of the art personal work
equipment, fresh fruit and a variety of free drinks. A healthy work-life balance is
important to you? For us too! That’s why we offer 30 days of holiday, flexible
working hours and are engaging in joined office activities like dining, sports or the
occasional party on a regular basis. Coming from abroad? No problem! We also
offer substantial support in your visa and relocation processes.
Do you have further questions? – You are welcome to contact our development
team directly. In a job interview we also show you with whom and where you may
work in the future.

Contact

If you are interested, please contact Katharina:
jobs@endios.de
040 – 228 680 221
We look forward to hearing from you!
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